MOHAMMAD RADDAD
FULL STACK DEVELOPER

E D U C AT I O N
WORK EXPERIENCE
Easy Apply website
2021
Technologies : Python

PROFILE
Fresh graduate excited to learn
and work.

Wasslni 2021

CONTACT

Cheaper website

Ramallah

Graduate bachelor degree
of computer Science.

2021

•C

It provides all the products

•Python (flask & django) freamworks

supermarkets that provide
them

+972 597894232
Technologies :MERN
LinkedIn

Birzeit University

Technologies : Java

a person needs and the
Mohammad.Rebhi.raddad@hotmail.com

2018-2022

•Java-(springboot)
•MERN- Mongo DB & Express
&React Node JS
•FrontEnd : HTML5,CSS,
BootStrap,javaScript,

PERSONAL SKILLS

WordPress)

Projects Manager
Team Work
Flexibility

LANGUAGES
English (Very Good)
Arabic (Fluent/Native)

By using this resume and contacting the candidate, you agree to the terms of hiring developers
through Joint Tech or direct hire while paying Joint Tech's commission as written in its offices.

JOINT TECH
[ Affordable, Quality Palestinian Developers]
Why work through Joint Tech?
1. We, through partnership with manpower company, deal with permits to come to
Israel and work. We deal with all the bureaucracy regarding employing a Palestinian. You
focus on your success. Direct employment might be also an option if you like.
2. Within the process of issuing an entrance permit to Israel, every employee goes
through a security check by the Shabak.
3. Satisfied with the developer you received from us? We can look for more!
We make tremendous efforts to match the right Palestinian developers with your needs.
We test and filter developers. We look for personal quality, people with a good attitude
that can work around and solve issues, whether they are Juniors or Seniors.
4. Palestinian developers are much more affordable than Israelis. As opposed to
offshore, they can work side by side with you, hence you can enjoy the productivity and
the experience of in-house team developers.
Contact us:
Gilad Israeli
: +972-52-8080043
: Israeligilad@gmail.com
: https://JointTechHouse.co.il/

